
Co-op Legal – Interim Results Colleague message from Caoilionn Hurley. 

 

This morning we’ve announced our Co-op’s interim results for 2020. As you’d expect, the story of 
the first half of the year is dominated by the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic and our business and 
community response to a period of national crisis.   

I’d encourage you to read Steve Murrells’ message to all colleagues, particularly his news about 
improved colleague member discounts, but I also want to highlight Co-op Legal’s own progress 
during this time and look ahead to the rest of the year.  

In Co-op Legal, we saw our revenue remain in line with last year, but our underlying profitability 
declined to £2m (2019: £3m) during the first half. This reflected the general slowdown in legal 
activity across this sector of the UK economy. However, at the start of the lockdown we did see an 
increase in demand for Will writing services which reflected a pre-existing reluctance of many people 
to think about estate planning. Our commitment to making Will-writing more convenient through 
online tools, proved to be of great service to people.    

We wanted to help families as much as we could during this time and as Covid death rates began to 
soar we introduced our Bereavement Notification and Advice Service. As many of you will know, the 
new service gives bereaved families help informing financial institutions, stopping junk mail and 
closing social media accounts. Typically, bereaved families are left to deal with an average of twelve 
organisations. 



Then, as lockdown restrictions began to ease over the summer, we saw a 300% increase in divorce 
related enquiries reflecting the tremendous stress many relationships have suffered during this time. 
Meanwhile, online consultations with our legal advisors were already growing before Covid-19 but 
the experience of the pandemic increased their use and we are likely to see that trend continue. 

So overall, we saw a more than 10% increase in case work during the first half.  

Looking ahead  

Continuing our good progress in 2019, our Legal business has this year been innovating with 
technology to make access to legal help more convenient. Having developed digital legal advice 
technologies for estate planning, in 2020 we’ve been developing a suite of digital legal advice 
services that cover probate, personal injury, employment and family law. Our customers are making 
the most of the free legal advice and guidance offered by our new range of services. In the months 
ahead, we’ll continue to develop new business to business partnerships to expand our routes to 
market. 

Finally, let me thank you all again for the resilience and flexibility you’ve shown during this year. 
Many of you have been working from home and juggling caring and schooling responsibilities as 
well. I really appreciate everything you’re doing to continue to grow our success, especially through 
such troubled times. 

Caoilionn  

 


